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INTERIOR OF SUMS OF PLANAR SETS AND CURVES
KÁROLY SIMON AND KRYSTAL TAYLOR
ABSTRACT. Recently, considerable attention has been given to the study of the arith-
metic sum of two planar sets. We focus on understanding the interior (A+Γ)◦, when
Γ is a piecewise C 2 curve and A ⊂ R2. To begin, we give an example of a very large
(full-measure, dense, Gδ) set A such that
(
A+S1)◦ = ;, where S1 denotes the unit
circle. This suggests that merely the size of A does not guarantee that
(
A+S1)◦ 6= ;.
If, however, we assume that A is a kind of generalized product of two reasonably
large sets, then (A+Γ)◦ 6= ; whenever Γ has non-vanishing curvature. As a byprod-
uct of our method, we prove that the pinned distance set of C := Cγ ×Cγ, γ ≥ 13 ,
pinned at any point of C has non-empty interior, where Cγ (see (1.1)) is the middle
1−2γ Cantor set (including the usual middle-third Cantor set, C1/3). Our proof for
the middle-third Cantor set requires a separate method. We also prove that C +S1
has non-empty interior.
1. INTRODUCTION
Given a set A ⊂R2, we study the set of points which are at a distance 1 from at least
one of the elements of A, where “distance" refers to either the Euclidean distance or
some other natural distance on the plane. This set is A+S1, where S1 is the unit circle
in the given distance. In fact, we consider piecewise C 2 curves Γ in addition to S1,
and we investigate conditions which guarantee that the interior of A+Γ is not empty.
This paper is the continuation of our joint paper [18] where we determine the
Hausdorff dimension and the positivity of the Lebesgue measure of the sum set A+Γ.
In particular, a simple Fourier analytic proof shows that if A ⊂ R2 and dimH(A) > 1,
then the measure of A+Γ is positive, where Γ is an arbitrary C 2 curve with at least
one point of curvature. Under the same hypotheses on Γ, it is shown in [18] that
if dimH A ≤ 1, then dimH(A + Γ) = 1+ dimH A. When dimH A = 1, we prove that
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L 2(A + Γ) > 0 if and only if A contains a regular (rectifiable) set of positive H 1-
measure. (See [18, Theorem 2.1]).
When Γ = S1, the set A +Γ is the union of circles of radius one with centers in
a set A. The positivity of the Lebesgue measure of large unions of circles was also
investigated by Marstrand [7] and Wolff [23] (also see Oberlin [11] and Mitsis [10]
for a higher dimensional analogue). Let S(a,r ) denote the circle in the plane with
center a and radius r , and identify the set of all such circles with S = R2 × (0,∞).
Given a collection of circles E ⊂S with dimension greater than 1, it is reasonable to
hypothesize that since a given circle has dimension 1, then the union over circles in
E has dimension 2.
Theorem 1.1 (Wolff d = 2). Given E ⊂R2×R+ satisfying dimH E > 1. Then
L 2
( ⋃
(a,ρ)∈E
S(a,ρ)
)
6= 0,
whereL 2(·) denotes the Lebesgue measure.
As far as we know, no non-trivial results are known on the interior of A+ S1. In
general, it turns out that even positivity of the Lebesgue measure of A is not enough
to guarantee that A+S1 has non-empty interior (see our counter example in section
2.1.4). In Theorem 2.2, we provide conditions on A ⊂ R2 which guarantee that the
interior of the sum set (A+Γ)◦ is non-empty, where Γ is an arbitrary C 2 curve with at
least one point of curvature.
Our method involves introducing a 1-parameter family of Lipschitz maps {Φα}α∈J ,
where Φα : A → `α, `α is the vertical line at x = α, and J is an interval. This family
{Φα} is defined in such a way that
• theΦα-images of the set A are each contained in A+Γ.
• the Φα-images of the set A each contain an interval I which is uniform over
an interval worth of αs.
Before we state our main results, we collect some of the most important notation:
Definition 1.2. (1) Let A ⊂R2, then A◦ is the interior of A.
(2) A Cantor set is a totally disconnected perfect set (where perfect refers to a
compact set which is identical to its accumulation points).
(3) For γ ∈ (0,1), a Symmetric Cantor sets Cγ ⊂ [0,1] (see [9, Section 8.1]) is de-
fined as follows: We iterate the same process that yields the usual middle-
third Cantor set with the difference that we remove the middle-1−2γ portion
of every interval throughout the construction:
(1.1) Cγ =
{
(1−γ)
∞∑
k=1
akγ
k−1 : ak ∈ {0,1}
}
.
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The so-called middle-d Cantor set is C1−2d . In particular C1/3 is the usual
middle-third Cantor set.
(4) We write
(1.2) C (γ) :=Cγ×Cγ.
In particular, C (1/4) is called the four-corner Cantor set.
1.1. Summary of main results. The behavior of A+Γmay be conspicuously different
when the piecewise-C 2 curve Γ has non-vanishing curvature (this case is considered
in Section 2.1) and when Γ is a polygon (this case is studied in Section 2.2).
1.1.1. Main results when Γ has non-vanishing curvature.
(1) There exists a set of fullL 2-measure which is dense in R2 and Gδ (we call it G
for Giant) such that
(
G+S1)◦ =;. (See Section 2.1.4.)
(2) However, in Theorem 2.2 we prove that (C +Γ)◦ 6= ; if C has a kind of general-
ized product structure C = P (A,B) (see (2.1) for the definition of P ) of sets A
and B satisfying one of the following properties:
(i) A and B are sets of positive Lebesgue measure.
(ii) A and B are Cantor sets so that τ(A) ·τ(B)> 1, where τ(A) and τ(B) stands
for the Newhouse thickness (see section 3.4) of A and B .
(iii) A and B are sets of second category and B is a Baire set.
(iv) There exists a non-degenerate interval J1 such that #(J1 \ A) = ℵ0 and
#B =ℵ.
(3) As a byproduct of our proof of the previous Theorem, in Corollary 2.12, we
obtain that for every 13 ≤ γ< 1 and for every t ∈C (γ), the interior of the pinned
distance set at t,
(
∆t(C (γ)
)◦ 6= ;, where C (γ) was defined in (1.2).
(4) As an extension of item (2) part (ii) above, we prove that for the middle-third
Cantor set C we have
(
(C ×C )+S1)◦ 6= ; (Theorem 2.7).
(5) In Theorem 2.6, we prove that (A ×B)+ S1 contains an annulus of radius 1
whenever A,B ⊂RwithL 1(A)> 0 andL 1(B)> 0.
(6) In Lemma 2.18 we point out that (A+Γ)◦ 6= ; if A ⊂R2 is a connected set.
1.1.2. Main results when Γ is a polygon. Let Nθ be the angle θ rotation of the perime-
ter of [0,1]2.
(1) For every polygon Γwe can find a set of full measure A such that (A+Γ)◦ =;.
(Theorem 2.22.)
(2) There is set A of positive L 2-measure such that simultaneously for all θ we
have (A+Nθ)◦ =;. (Theorem 2.23.)
2. THE STATEMENTS OF OUR RESULTS
2.1. The case when Γ has non-vanishing curvature.
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2.1.1. Generalized product structure.
Definition 2.1. Let A,B ⊂R and z ∈C 2(R2). We define the set P (A,B)
(2.1) P (A,B) := Pz(A,B) :=
{
(x, z(x, y)) : x ∈ A and y ∈B} ,
where
(2.2) zy (x, y) 6= 0 for each (x, y) 6= (0,0).
Notice that when z(x, y)= y , then P (A,B)= A×B .
The main result in this case is as follows:
Theorem 2.2. Let P (A,B) as in (2.1) where A,B ⊂ R are bounded sets so that at least
one of the following hold:
(i) A and B are sets of positive Lebesgue measure.
(ii) A and B are Cantor sets so that τ(A) ·τ(B)> 1, where τ(A) and τ(B) stands for the
Newhouse thickness (see section 3.4) of A and B.
(iii) A and B are sets of second category and B is a Baire set.
(iv) There exists a non-degenerate interval J1 such that #(J1 \ A)=ℵ0 and #B =ℵ.
Then the interior of the algebraic sum,
(2.3) (P (A,B)+Γ)0 6= ;,
is non-empty, where Γ is a set which contains a C 2 sub-curve with non-vanishing cur-
vature.
The proof is given in Section 4. The definition of Newhouse thickness is given in
section 3.4, and a review of Baire sets and sets of second category appears in section
3.6.
Remark 2.3. This result shows in the simplest case that (A×B)+S1 has non empty
interior if any of the conditions (i )-(i v) hold.
Remark 2.4. More generally, if Γ= {(x, y) : xp + y p = 1}, then
((A×B)+Γ)0 6= ;
provided any of the conditions (i )-(i v) hold.
Remark 2.5. It is easy to see that all the assumption of Theorem 2.2 imply that (A+
B)◦ 6= ;. However, there exist A,B ⊂ R, (A+B)◦ 6= ; but ((A×B)+S1)◦ = ;. Namely,
consider the sets A,B ⊂R constructed in [3, Theorem 5.11]. They satisfy:
(2.4) dimH A = dimH B = 0 and A+B is an interval.
On the other hand A×B is a 1-set (its one-dimensional Hausdorff measure is positive
and finite). Then A×B must be an irregular 1-set (for the definition see [3, Section
2]). This is immediate from (2.4) and [3, Corollary 6.14]. It follows from [18, Corollary
2.3] that an irregular 1-set plus S1 has Lebesgue measure zero, so it cannot contain
interior points.
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In fact, we can say something about the topology of the sum set in the following
setting:
Theorem 2.6. Let A and B be subsets of R of positive Lebesgue measure. Then
(A×B)+S1
contains an annulus of radius 1.
The proof of Theorem 2.6 appears in Section 5.1.
We also prove the following which can be seen as a supplement to Theorem 2.2
part (ii).
Theorem 2.7. Let C (1/3) denote the product of the middle third C1/3 with itself (see
(1.2) above). Then
(2.5)
(
C (1/3)+S1)◦ 6= ;,
where S1 is the unit circle in the plane.
See Section 7 for the proof of Theorem 2.7.
Remark 2.8. What we know about the set C (γ)+S1 is as follows:
(1) if γ< 14 then dimH
(
C (γ)+S1)= 1−2 log2logγ . (See [18, Theorem 2.1]).
(2) if γ= 14 then dimH
(
C (γ)+S1)= 2 butL 2 (C (γ)+S1)= 0. [18, Corollary 2.3]).
(3) if γ> 14 thenL 2
(
C (γ)+S1)> 0. (See [23, Corollary 3] and also see [18, Theo-
rem 2.1]).
(4) if γ≥ 13 then
(
C (γ)+S1)◦ 6= ; (Theorem 2.7 ).
We do not know if there are γ ∈ (14 , 13)with (C (γ)+S1)◦ 6= ;.
The proof of Theorem 2.2 relies on verifying the following proposition. Proposition
2.9 is a strengthening of a classic theorem of Steinhaus [20, 21] on the interior of dif-
ference sets. Moreover, Proposition 2.9 improves on a result of Erdo˝s and Oxtoby on
more general difference sets and provides an alternative proof to their main theorem
in [2] .
Proposition 2.9. Assume that J1, J2 are compact intervals on R, and letΛ be a param-
eter interval (a non-empty open interval). Let A ⊂ J1 and B ⊂ J2. We assume that the
pair of sets A,B satisfy at least one of the following conditions:
(i) A and B are sets of positive Lebesgue measure,
(ii) A and B are Cantor sets so that τ(A) ·τ(B)> 1,
(iii) A and B are sets of second category and B is a Baire set.
(iv) #(J1 \ A)=ℵ0 and #B =ℵ.
Let H(α, x, y) ∈ C 2(Λ× J1 × J2) be an arbitrary function with non-vanishing partial
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derivatives in x and y onΛ× J1× J2. Then there exists a non-empty open interval I ⊂Λ
sharing the same center asΛ such that the interior(⋂
α∈I
H(α, A,B)
)0
6= ;.
For proofs and background, see section 3.
Remark 2.10. Only part (ii) of Proposition 2.9 requires the stronger assumption of
H(α, x, y) ∈C 2(Λ× J1× J2). Otherwise C 1 is enough.
Remark 2.11. In the case that H(α, x, y) = x + y , part (i ) of Proposition 2.9 implies
the classic theorem of Steinhaus [20, 21] on the interior of difference sets. When
H(α, x, y)=H(x, y), it implies the result proved by Erdo˝s and Oxtoby in [2].
2.1.2. Pinned distance sets. Proposition 2.9 yields an interesting consequence for pinned
distance sets. The celebrated Falconer distance conjecture (see e.g. [3], [8]) asks how
large a subset E of Euclidean space needs to be in order to guarantee that its distance
set, defined by ∆(E)= {|x− y | : x, y ∈ E }, has positive Lebesgue measure. In 1986, Fal-
coner proved dimH E > d+12 suffices and that dimH E > d2 is necessary where E ⊂ Rd
and d ≥ 2. The best known exponent is d2 + 13 and is due to Wolff when d = 2 [22] and
Erdogan [1] for d ≥ 3. In [4], Iosevich, Mourgoglou and Taylor study the interior of
the distance set and prove Falconer’s result for more general notions of distance.
Another interesting variant of the Falconer distance problem is obtained by pin-
ning the distance set. More precisely, given x ∈ E , let∆x(E)= {|x−y | : y ∈ E }. Peres and
Schlag ([14]) proved that for many values of x, the Lebesgue measure of the pinned
distance set∆x(E) is positive whenever E is a set of Hausdorff dimension greater than
1. In [5], Iosevich, Taylor, and Uriarte-Tuero give a simple proof of the Peres-Schlag
result and generalize it to a wide range of distance type functions as well as obtaining
a variant for more general geometric configurations.
A consequence of Proposition 2.9 for the interior of pinned distance sets is as fol-
lows:
Corollary 2.12. Let C ⊂ R be a Cantor set, and let α > 1. We consider the the pinned
distance set at t with respect to the α-norm:
∆(α)t (C ×C ) := {‖c− t‖α : c ∈C ×C } ,
where ‖(x, y)‖α =
(|x|α+|y |α)1/α. If the thickness τ(C ) > 1, then for every t ∈ R2 the
interior (
∆(α)t (C ×C )
)◦ 6= ;.
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Moreover there exists a non-empty open parameter interval I centered at α such that
(2.6)
(⋂
β∈I
∆
(β)
t (C ×C )
)◦
6= ;.
Remark 2.13. It is easy to see that whenever 13 < γ< 1 the thickness τ(Cγ)> 1 (Cγ was
definition 1.2). Hence, by Corollary 2.12, the pinned distance set ∆t(C (γ)) contains
an interval for every t, (recall that C (γ) was defined in Definition 1.2 ).
Remark 2.14. Note that Corollary 2.12 still holds if K ×K is replaced by K1×K2, where
K1,K2 are Cantor sets of sufficient thickness that is τ(K1) ·τ(K2)> 1.
Proof of Corollary 2.12. We fix an arbitrary t = (t1, t2) ∈ R2 and α > 1 and choose a
parameter intervalΛ centered at α such that 1 6∈Λ. Let
H(β, x, t ) := (x− t1)β+ (y − t2)β, β ∈Λ.
Then (2.6) immediately follows from the second part of Proposition 2.9. 
Actually we can prove an analogous theorem for the middle third Cantor set C1/3
with completely different technique:
Theorem 2.15. Let C1/3 be the middle-third Cantor set. Then the pinned distance set
of C (1/3) :=C1/3×C1/3,
∆t(C (1/3))= {‖c− t‖2 : c ∈C (1/3)} ,
pinned at an arbitrary t ∈C (1/3), has non-empty interior.
The proof is presented in Section 6.
We remark that in [16] the first author and M. Rams investigated a well-studied
family of random cantor sets, called "Mandelbrot percolation Cantor sets" on the
plane. They obtained that in that family, if the dimension of the attractor is greater
than one, then almost surely the pinned distance set pinned at any points of the
plane, contains intervals.
We also remark that in a recent preprint, P. Shmerkin [17] proved that the Hausdorff
dimension of the pinned distance set ∆t (E) is equal to 1 for most elements of E (in
a natural sense) if dimH(E) > 1 and the packing and Hausdorff dimensions of E are
equal. (These assumptions clearly hold for C (1/3).
2.1.3. (A+S1)◦ 6= ; for A connected. As a corollary of part (iv) of Theorem 2.2 we can
easily obtain that
Corollary 2.16. Let K be the Knaster-Kuratowski fan (or Cantor’s teepee), defined be-
low. Then (
K +S1)◦ 6= ;.
The Knaster-Kuratowski fan was defined in [19, p. 145]
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Definition 2.17 (Kastner-Kuratowski fan). Let C be the translated copy of the middle-
third Cantor C1/3 set situated on the interval I :=
{(1
2 , x
)
: x ∈ [−12 , 12]}. Denote the set
of the elements of C which are deleted interval end points by E . Let F :=C \ E . For a
c ∈C let `c be the line segment which connects the origin with c. That is
`c := {(x,cx) : x ∈ [0,1]}
We introduce
KE :=
⋃
c∈E
{
(x, y) ∈ `c : x ∈Q
}
, and KF :=
⋃
c∈F
{
(x, y) ∈ `c : x 6∈Q
}
.
The set K :=KE ∪KF is called Knaster-Kuratowski fan, Cantor’s teepee.
It was proved in [19, p. 146] that Knaster-Kuratowski fan K satisfies:
(a): K is connected,
(b): K \(0,0) is totally disconnected (all connected components are singletons).
As a consequence,
(c): K does not contain any paths (continuous image of [0,1] which is non-
constant).
Proof of Corollary 2.16. Observe that XF = P ([0,1] \Q,C ), where P is as in (2.1) with
z(x, y) := x ·y . Clearly, zy (x, y) is not zero if we are off the origin. So, we can apply part
(iv) of Theorem 2.2 for such a part of XF . 
We could prove that
(
K +S1)◦ 6= ; directly from it connectedness and the following
lemma:
Lemma 2.18. Assume that A ⊂ R2 is not totally disconnected, that is A contains a
connected component which is not a singleton. Then
(2.7)
(
A+S1)◦ 6= ;.
The proof is presented in Section 5.2. It is immediate that for a set A containing
a path (continuous image of [0,1]), (2.7) holds. However, as the example of Kastner-
Kuratowski fan shows, it is possible that a connected set contains no paths.
2.1.4. The Giant: (A+S1)◦ may be empty for a very big set A. We give a simple con-
struction of a Gδ-set A ⊂R2 of full two-dimensional Lebesgue measure so that A+S1
has empty interior.
SetQ2 :=Q×Q, and let
(2.8) A :=
( ⋃
v∈Q2
S(v,1)
)c
,
where S(v,1) denotes the set {x ∈R2 : |x− v | = 1}. ThenL eb2(Ac )= 0, and
(A+S1)∩Q2 =;.
We call the set defined in (2.8) the Giant. In particular more is true.
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Fact 2.19. Let B ⊂ R2 be arbitrary and S ⊂ R2 be an arbitrary set which is symmetric
to the origin (s ∈ S if and only if −s ∈ S). Then(
(B +S)c +S)∩B =;.
We obtain the Giant by choice of B := Q2 and S := S1. By the regularity of the
Lebesgue measure, we can choose a compact subset K of the Giant with positive
Lebesgue measure. That is
Fact 2.20. There is a compact K ⊂R2 withL eb2(K )> 0 such that
(
K +S1)◦ =;.
We note that the co-dimension of the Giant (defined in (2.8)) is one. If, on the other
hand, the co-dimension of an arbitrary set A is less than one, then A+S1 =R2:
Fact 2.21. Let S ⊂ R2 which is symmetric to the origin. For an arbitrary set A ⊂ R2, if
codim(A)< dimH(S), then A+S =R2.
Proof. Indeed, if x ∈R2 then either (x+S)∩ A =;, or (x+S)∩ A 6= ;. The former case
contradicts the assumption that codim(A)< dimH(S). The later case, combined with
the symmetry of S, imlplies that x ∈ A+S. 
2.2. The case when Γ is a polygon. In this section we assume that Γ is a piecewise
linear curve. We call it a polygon. We construct full measure sets in the plane so that
the arithmetic sum with Γ has empty interior.
Theorem 2.22. Let Γ be an arbitrary polygon in the plane. Then there exists a full
measure set, A, so that
(A+Γ)◦ =;.
The proof is given in Section 8.
2.2.1. The case whenΓ is a rotated square. LetΓ=Nθ denote the angle-θ rotated copy
(around the origin in anti-clockwise direction) of the square which is the perimeter
of [−1,1]2.
Theorem 2.23. There exists a set A in the plane of positive measure so that for all
θ ∈ [0,pi) simultaneously we have
(2.9) (A+Nθ)◦ =;.
The proof is given in Section 8 and utilizes the existence of Besicovitch sets. Besi-
covitch proved (see [9, Theorem 11.1]) that there exists a compact set B˜ ⊂ R2 such
that B˜ contains a line in every direction butL 2(B˜)= 0.
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3. HISTORY AND PROOF FOR PROPOSITION 2.9
3.1. History. Proposition 2.9 is a strengthening of the Erdo˝s and Oxtoby Theorem
[2] which is an extension of a classic theorem of Steinhaus [20, 21] on the interior of
difference sets.
Theorem 3.1 (Steinhaus). If A has positive Lebesgue measure, then the difference set
A− A = {x− y : x, y ∈ A}
contains an open neighborhood of the origin.
More generally, if A,B ⊂Rmeasurable sets of positive Lebesgue measure then their
algebraic sum A+B contains an interval. This theorem is an easy consequence of the
Lebesgue density theorem.
Erdo˝s and Oxtoby [2] provide a significant extension of Steinhaus’ result.
Theorem 3.2 (Erdo˝s, Oxtoby). Let A ⊂ R and B ⊂ R each with positive Lebesgue mea-
sure. If H : R2 → R is a C 1 function on an open set U , with m((A×B)∩U )> 0 so that
the partial derivatives of H are non-vanishing a.e. on U , then the interior of the set
{H(x, y) : x ∈ A, y ∈B}
is non-empty.
The topological analogue of Steinhaus Theorem was proved by Piccard [15].
Theorem 3.3 (Piccard). Let A,B ⊂ R be Baire sets of second category. Then A+B con-
tains an interval.
A nice review of the field and generalizations of the results above are available in
[6].
3.2. Preliminaries for the Proof of Proposition 2.9. In Sections 3.3, 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7
we use the notation and Lemmas below.
3.2.1. Introduction of the function gc,α. Let J1, J2 be compact intervals on R and let
H(α, x, y) ∈ C 2(Λ× J1× J2), where Λ is a parameter interval. Moreover, we assume
that the Hx(α, x, y) and Hy (α, x, y) are not vanishing on Λ× J1× J2. We are also given
the points u1 ∈ J1 and u2 ∈ J2. The purpose of this Section 3.2.1 is to construct by the
Implicit Function Theorem a function gc,α (see (3.2)) which sends a neighborhood of
u1 to a neighborhood of u2. Moreover, gc,α satisfies
H(α, x, gc,α(x))= c,
where α ∈Λ and c is from a neighborhood of H(α,u1,u2).
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Without loss of generality we may assume that
(3.1)
Hx(α, x, y)
Hy (α, x, y)
< 0, ∀(α, x, y) ∈Λ× J1× J2.
For definiteness, we choose α0 as the center of the interval Λ. Set c0 := H(α0,u1,u2),
and choose a small δ0 > 0 such that
[α0−δ0,α0+δ0]× [u1−δ0,u1+δ0]× [u2−δ0,u2+δ0]⊂ (Λ× J1× J2)◦ .
Set
S := [c0−δ0,c0+δ0]× [α0−δ0,α0+δ0]× [u1−δ0,u1+δ0]× [u2−δ0,u2+δ0] .
For a (c,α, x, y) ∈ S we define
F (c,α, x, y) :=H(α, x, y)− c.
By assumption Fy (c0,α0,u1,u2) 6= 0. Then by Implicit Function Theorem, there exists
a neighborhood M ⊂ S of (c0,α0,u1,u2) where Fy does not vanish. To abbreviate
notation we write X0 := (c0,α0,u1) and X := (c,α, x). Moreover, also from the Implicit
Function Theorem, we obtain that there exists a neighborhood N of X0 and a function
G ∈C 2(N ) so that
(i): G(X0)= u2,
(ii): (X,G(X)) ∈M ,
(iii): F (X,G(X))= 0 if X ∈N ,
(iv): G ′(X)=
(
1
Hy (α,x,G(X))
,−Hα(α,x,G(X))Hy (α,x,G(X)) ,−
Hx (α,x,G(X))
Hy (α,x,G(X))
)
.
For simplicity we may assume that N is of the form
N = [c0−δ1,c0+δ1]× [α0−δ1,α0+δ1]× [u1−δ1,u1+δ1] ,
for a 0< δ1 < δ0. For a (c,α) ∈ [c0−δ1,c0+δ1]× [α0−δ1,α0+δ1], we introduce
(3.2) gc,α(x) :=G(c,α, x).
Then by (iv) above, we have
g ′c,α(x)=−
Hx (α, x,G(c,α, x))
Hy (α, x,G(c,α, x))
.
Recall that by (3.1), g ′c,α(·) is always positive. By assumption we can choose an η> 0
such that for all (c,α, x) ∈N :
(3.3) η< |Hx (α, x,G(c,α, x)) | < 1
η
, and η< |Hy (α, x,G(c,α, x)) | < 1
η
.
Then we have
(3.4) η2 ≤ g ′c,α(x)≤
1
η2
and |g ′′c,α(x)| ≤
4
η5
.
Lemma 3.4. For all z ∈ [u1−δ1,u1+δ1] we have
|gc,α(z)− gc0,α0 (z)| ≤
2
η2
· ‖(c,α)− (c0,α0)‖max.
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Proof of the Lemma.
|gc,α(z)− gc0,α0 (z)| = |G(c,α, z)−G(c0,α0, z)|
≤ |G(c,α, z)−G(c0,α, z)|+ |G(c0,α, z)−G(c0,α0, z)|
≤ |Gc (ĉ,α, z)||c− c0|+ |Gα(c0, α̂, z)| · |α−α0|
≤ 2
η2
‖(c,α)− (c0,α0)‖max,
where ĉ and α̂ are chosen using the mean value theorem. 
Lemma 3.5. Assume that there exists a ε̂ ∈ (0,δ1) and Ki ⊂ Ji , i = 1,2 such that
(3.5) gc,α(K1)∩K2 6= ; if ‖(c,α)− (c0,α0)‖max < ε̂.
Let J := (c0− ε̂, c0+ ε̂ ). Then
(3.6) J ⊂∩α∈(α0−ε̂, α0+ε̂)H(α,K1,K2).
Proof. Choose an arbitrary (c,α) ∈ J × (α0− ε̂,α0+ ε̂). We claim that
c ∈ {H(α, x, y) : x ∈K1, y ∈K2} .
By assumption, there exists k1 ∈ K1 and k2 ∈ K2 such that G(c,α,k1) = k2. Then by
(iii)
c =H(α,k1,G(c,α,k1))=H(α,k1,k2).
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
3.3. Proof of Proposition 2.9 (i).
Proof. We use the notation of Section 3.2.1. Let u1 and u2 be Lebesgue density points
of A and B respectively. Let ²0 > 0 be arbitrarily small. Choose 0 < δ̂ < δ1 such that
for J˜1 := [u1− δ̂,u1+ δ̂] and A˜ := J˜1∩ A we have
|A˜|
| J˜1|
> 1−²0,
where |A| := L (A). Let δ′ > 0 small enough so that for J˜2 := [u2 − δ′,u2 + δ′] and
B˜ := J˜2∩B , we have
(3.7)
|B˜ |
| J˜2|
> 1−²0.
Moreover, we require that δ̂ is small enough so that we can choose an ε˜ such that
(3.8) ‖(c,α)− (c0,α0)‖max < ε˜
implies by Lemma 3.4 that (3.7) holds with the following choice of δ′: letting η> 0 as
in (3.3), we choose
(3.9) δ′ = δ̂ · 1
η2
+‖gc,α− gc0,α0‖max,
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where
‖gc,α− gc0,α0‖max :=max
{|gc,α(u)− gc0,α0 (u)| : u ∈ [u1−δ1,u1+δ1]} .
Further we also require that ε˜> 0 is small enough that (3.8) implies that
(3.10) ‖gc,α− gc0,α0‖max <
1
2
η2δ̂.
The purpose of (3.10) is to ensure that
(3.11) u2 ∈
(
gc,α( J˜1)
)◦
.
Namely, (3.10) implies that
(3.12)
∣∣gc,α(u1)− gc0,α0 (u1)∣∣= ∣∣gc,α(u1)−u2∣∣< 12η2δ̂.
On the other hand,
(3.13)
∣∣gc,α(u1± δ̂)− gc,α(u1)∣∣> δ̂ ·η2.
That is gc,α(J1) contains the δ̂ ·η2-neighborhood of gc,α(u1) and 2 is contained in this
neighborhood, which yields that (3.11) holds.
Now,
(3.14)
|gc,α(A˜)|
|gc,α( J˜1)|
= 1− |gc,α( J˜1\A˜)||gc,α( J˜1)|
≥ 1−
1
η2
²0| J˜1|
η2| J˜1|
≥ 1− ²0
η4
.
Next, we obtain a lower bound on
|B˜∩gc,α( J˜1)|
|gc,α( J˜1)| using the assumption that u2 is a den-
sity point. Fix (c,α) and let gc,α( J˜1) = (u2−δ2,u2+δ′2). Combining (3.4), (3.9) and
(3.10) by the Mean Value Theorem we obtain that 0< δ2,δ′2 ≤ δ′. It follows that
|B˜ c ∩ [u2,u2+δ′2)| ≤ 2δ′2²0,
|B˜ c ∩ (u2−δ2,u2]| ≤ 2δ2²0,
and so
|B˜ c ∩ gc,α( J˜1)| = |B˜ c ∩ (u2−δ2,u2+δ′2)| ≤ 2²0|gc,α( J˜1)|.
Putting this together, we obtain that
(3.15)
|B˜ ∩ gc,α( J˜1)|
|gc,α( J˜1)|
> 1−2²0.
Combining (3.14) with (3.15) and choosing (c,α) sufficiently close to (c0,α0), we
get
gc,α(A˜)∩ B˜ 6= ;.

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3.4. A variant of Newhouse thickness. In order to prove part (ii) of Proposition 2.9,
we need to introduce a modification of the well-known Newhouse thickness (see
[12]). Namely, we have to tackle the problem that the Newhouse thickness of a Cantor
set can drop significantly if we take a smooth image of a Cantor set.
Definition 3.6. Let K ⊂ R be a Cantor set. The gaps of K are the connected compo-
nents of K c . Let us denote the collection of gaps of K by G :=GK . We write `(G) and
r (G) for the left and right endpoints of the gap G correspondingly. Let u ∈ K be an
end point of a gap G . Without loss of generality we may assume that u = r (G). For an
ε≥ 0, we define the ε-bridge Bε(u) as follows:
(3.16) Bε(u) :=
(
u,`(G˜)
)
,
where |G˜| ≥ (1− ε)|G| and, whenever Ĝ ∈ G with Ĝ ⊂ (u,`(G˜)), then |Ĝ| < (1− ε)|G|.
Now we can define the ε-thickness of K at u by
τε(K ,u) := |Bε(u)||G| and τε(K ) := infu∈U τε(K ,u),
where U is the set of the endpoints of the gaps. Note that the case of ε= 0 is the usual
Newhouse thickness of a Cantor set (see [12, p.61]).
It is straightforward that
(3.17) If 0≤ ε1 < ε2 then τε1 (K )≥ τε2 (K ).
This is so because for every gap endpoint u ∈U we have Bε1 (u)≥Bε2 (u).
Lemma 3.7. For every Cantor set C ⊂R and ² ∈ (0,1) we have
(1−²)2 ≤ τ²(C )
τ(C )
≤ 1.
In particular,
lim
²→0τ²(C )= τ(C ).
Proof. Let C ⊂R be a Cantor set. In order to get a contradiction, we assume that there
exists an ² ∈ (0,1) so that
(3.18) τ²(C )< (1−²)2τ(C ).
Let U be the set of the endpoints of the gaps of C . By definition, we can find u ∈U so
that
τ²(C )≤ τ²(C ,u)< 1
1−² ·τ²(C ).
Without loss of generality, we may assume that u is the right-end-point of a gap G .
Define Ĝ to be the first gap of C to the right of u so that
(1−²)|G| ≤ |Ĝ|.
Define G˜ to be the first gap of C to the right of u so that
(3.19) |G| ≤ |G˜|.
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Set u˜ := l (G˜), and û := l (Ĝ). Clearly,
(3.20) B²(u)= [u, u˜], and B0(u)= [u, û],
It follows by assumption (3.18) above that
(3.21) B²(u)⊂B0(u) and B²(u) 6=B0(u).
As a consequence, we have
(3.22) (1−²)|G| ≤ |Ĝ| < |G| ≤ |G˜|.
We claim that
(3.23) B0(û)= [u, û].
On the one hand, B0(û) ⊂ [u, û] follows from the second inequality in (3.22). On the
other hand, if B0(û) 6= [u, û], then ∃ a gap G ′ ⊂ (u, û) so that B0(û) = [r (G ′), û] and
|G ′| ≥ |Ĝ| ≥ (1−²)|G|. The existence of such a G ′ contradicts the definition of Ĝ .
Now we have
τ0(C )≤ τ0(C ,u)= |B0(û)||Ĝ| ≤
|B²(u)|
(1−²)|G| ≤
1
(1−²)2 ·τ²(C ).
It follows that
(1−²)2 ·τ0(C )< τ²(C ),
which contradicts our assumption in (3.18). 
Lemma 3.8. Let K ⊂R be a Cantor set, and let I be an open interval such that I ∩K is
a closed nonempty set. Let g ∈C 1(R) satisfying min
x∈I
g ′(x)> 0. Moreover, we have
(3.24) 1−ε≤ g
′(z1)
g ′(z2)
≤ 1+ε, ∀z1, z2 ∈ I
Then
(3.25) τε2 (g (I ∩K ))≥ τε(K )(1−ε).
Proof. Clearly, the image of K∩I by g is a Cantor set and the gaps of the image g (I∩K )
are the images of the gaps of K ∩ I . Now we use the notation of Definition 3.6 in
particular the one in (3.16). We claim that
(3.26) Bε2 (g (u))⊃ g (Bε(u)).
To see this we fix an arbitrary gap G ′ contained in Bε(u). Using the mean value theo-
rem we can find z, z ′, z˜ such that
(3.27)
|g (G)|
|G| = g
′(z),
|g (G ′)|
|G ′| = g
′(z ′),
|g (G˜)|
|G˜| = g
′(z˜) and
|g (Bε(u))|
|Bε(u)|
= g ′(zε).
Observe that
|g (G ′)|
|g (G)| =
|G ′|
|G| ·
|g (z ′)|
|g (z)| < (1−ε)(1+ε)= 1−ε
2.
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This verifies (3.26) by the definition of the ε2-bridge. Using (3.26) we can write
τε2 (g (K ∩ I ), g (u))=
|Bε2 (g (u))|
|g (G)| ≥
|g (Bε(u))|
|g (G)| =
|Bε(u)|
|G| ·
g ′(zε)
g ′(z)
.
Using (3.24) and taking the infimum over the gap endpoints of K ∩ I completes the
proof of the Lemma. 
3.5. Proof of Proposition 2.9 (ii).
Proof. In order to emphasize that the sets A and B are Cantor sets in this Subsection
we are going to call them K1 and K2 respectively. The smallest intervals containing
them are J1, J2 respectively. By assumption we know that τ(K1) ·τ(K2)> 1. Hence by
Lemma 3.7 there exists an ε> 0
(3.28) τ(K2) ·τε(K1)> 1.
Throughout this Section we use the notation of Section 3.10. Let G1,G2 be bounded
gaps of K1,K2 respectively and let ui := r (Gi ), i = 1,2. Choose a δ> 0 such that r (G1)+
δ ∈ J1 and
(3.29) δ≤min
{
δ1,
ε ·η7
8
}
.
Let K˜1 := [u1,u1+δ]∩K1. Given a strictly increasing mapping g0 ∈ C 1[u1,u1+δ]
such that g0(u1) = u2, let K˜2 := g0([u1,u1+δ])∩K2. Now we choose z1, z2 ∈ K˜1 and
v1, v2, v3 ∈ g−10 (K˜2) in such a way that
(3.30) v1 < z1 < v2 < z2 < v3.
This is possible because ui are accumulation points of the Cantor sets K˜1 and K˜2.
Now we define 0< ε˜< ε such that
(3.31) ε˜ := 1
3
min
{|g0(zi ), g0(v j )| : i = 1,2, j = 1,2,3}
Now we introduce g ∈ C 1[u1,u1+δ] such that g satisfies (3.24) with I = [u1,u1+δ]
where ‖ ·‖ denotes the supnorm on the interval [u1,u1+δ].
Lemma 3.9. Let g ∈C 1[u1,u1+δ] be a function satisfying (3.24) with I = [u1,u1+δ]
and
(3.32) ‖g − g0‖ < ε˜.
Then
(3.33) g (K˜1)∩ K˜2 6= ;.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that even the following inequality
holds:
(3.34) τ(K˜2) ·τε(K˜1)(1−ε)> 1.
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since changing to a smaller ε increases the left hand side. Then by (3.25) we obtain
that τ(K˜2) ·τε2 (g (K˜1))> 1. Using (3.17) we obtain that
(3.35) τ(K˜2) ·τ(g (K˜1))> 1.
Now we use Newhouse gap Lemma [12, p. 63]. This implies that
(3.36) K2∩ g (I ∩K1) 6= ;
since the Cantor sets K2 and g (I∩K1) cannot possibly in each others gap. This follows
from the choice of ε˜ and (3.32). 
In the next Fact we verify that the condition of Lemma 3.8 holds.
Fact 3.10. Let (c,α) ∈ (c0−δ1,c0+δ1)×(α0−δ1,α0+δ1). Then whenever ζ1,ζ2 ∈ [u1−
δ,u1+δ] we have
(3.37)
g ′c,α(ζ1)
g ′c,α(ζ2)
∈ (1−ε,1+ε) ,
recall that δ was introduced in (3.29).
Proof of the Fact. Using mean value theorem there exists a ζ3 ∈ (ζ1,ζ2) such that∣∣∣∣g ′c,α(ζ1)g ′c,α(ζ2) −1
∣∣∣∣= ∣∣∣∣g ′c,α(ζ1)− g ′c,α(ζ2)g ′c,α(ζ2)
∣∣∣∣≤ 1η2 |g ′′c,α(ζ3)| · |ζ1−ζ2| ≤ 4η7 |ζ1−ζ2| ≤ ε,
where we used first (3.4) and then (3.29). 
We now verify the condition of Lemma 3.9.
Fix an arbitrary (c,α) satisfying
(3.38) ‖(c,α)− (c0,α0)‖max < ε˜ ·η
2
2
.
Then the conditions of Lemma 3.4 hold, so by Lemma 3.4 we obtain that
(3.39) ‖gc,α− gc0,0‖ < ε˜.
Thus, by Lemma 3.9, we obtain that
(3.40) gc,α(K˜1)∩ K˜2 6= ; if ‖(c,α)− (c0,α0)‖max < ε˜ ·η
2
2
.
Next we apply Lemma 3.5 with ε̂= ε˜·η22 and from (3.6) we obtain that the assertion of
Proposition 2.9 (ii) holds.
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3.6. Proof Proposition 2.9 (iii). We writeK and (S) for the collection of sets of Baire
first (second) category on the line respectively.
Recall that a set is of second category if it is not a set of first category. Moreover, a
set is of first category if it can be represented as a countable union of nowhere dense
sets. A set is nowhere dense if it is not dense in any balls.
Recall also that the topological analogues of Lebesgue measurable sets are the so-
called Baire sets: We say that A is a Baire set if there exists an open set E and a set of
first category M such that A = E4M .
The steps of the following proof are just a combination of the ones from [6, The-
orem 4.1,Remark 4.2] but an immediate application of [6, Theorem 4.1,Remark 4.2]
yield only that H(α, A,B)◦ 6= ;. However, we need more. Namely, that for a suitable
parameter interval I , we have
⋂
α∈I H(α, A,B) 6= ;, and this is what we prove below.
First we state a well-known fact:
Fact 3.11. Let A be a subset of a complete separable metric space (X ,%)
(3.41) RA :=
{
x ∈ X :∀δ> 0,B(x,δ)∩ A is set of second category } .
Then RA is closed and A \ R◦A is a set of first category.
We can present B = E24M2, where E2 is an open set and M2 ∈K. By the assump-
tion of part (iii) of Proposition 2.9 and Fact 3.11, we can choose
(3.42) u1 ∈ A∩R◦A and u2 ∈B ∩E2∩R◦B
We use the notation of Section 3.2. In particular we choose α0,c0 as in Section 3.2.
Let
(3.43) Z := {(c,α) ∈ (c0+δ,c0−δ)× (α0−δ,α0+δ) : A∩ g−1c,α(B) ∈S} ,
The rest of the proof is organized as follows: First we prove that
(3.44) (c0,α0) ∈ Z .
(This will be easy.) Then we verify the much more difficult Lemma:
Lemma 3.12. Z is open.
Proof of Proposition 2.9 (iii), assuming (3.44) and Lemma 3.12. It follows from (3.44)
and and Lemma 3.12 that the condition (3.5) of Lemma 3.5 holds. Then we apply
Lemma 3.5 which completes the proof of Proposition 2.9 (iii).

Below we use several times that by the first part of (3.4), for every (c,α) we have
g−1c,α(H) ∈Kwhenever H ∈K.
Proof of (3.44):
A∩ g−1c0,α0 (B)=A∩
(
g−1c0,α0 (E2)4 g−1c0,α0 (M2)
)
⊃(A∩ g−1c0,α0 (E2))\ g−1c0,α0 (M2) ∈S.
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The last inclusion follows from the definition of RA and the fact that g−1c0,α0 (E2) is a
neighborhood of g−1c0,α0 (u2)= u1 ∈ A∩R◦A. 
So, in the rest of this Subsection we prove Lemma 3.12.
Proof of Lemma 3.12. We define
K := A∩ g−1c0,α0 (B), and K ′ :=K ∩
(
g−1c0,α0 (E2)∩R◦A
)
.
It follows from (3.44) that K ∈S. Clearly,
(3.45) K \ K ′ ⊂ g−1c0,α0 (M2)∪
(
A \ R◦A
) ∈K.
That is K ′ ∈S. Choose an arbitrary y ∈K ′∩RK ′ . That is
(3.46) y ∈K , gc0,α0 (y) ∈ E2, and y ∈R◦A.
In particular G(c0,α0, y) ∈ E2. (Recall G was defined in (3.2).) Hence, we can choose a
neighborhood V of (c0,α0) and a neighborhood W of y such that
(3.47) ∀(c, v) ∈V , we have W ⊂ g−1c,α(E2)∩R◦A.
Now we prove
Fact 3.13.
(3.48) W ∩ A ∈S.
Proof of Fact 3.13. To get contradiction assume that W ∩ A ∈ K. Then W \ A = W \
(W ∩A) is a Baire set since W is open and we assumed W ∩A ∈K. We know that a set
is Baire if and only if it can be presented as the union of a Gδ-set a set and a set of first
category. If W ∩ A ∈K then W \ A ∈S therefore there is a nonepmty Gδ set
(3.49) G ⊂W \ A ⊂R◦A \ A.
As a Gδ set in itself, G is also a Baire set. That is we can find an open set U and F ∈K
such that
(3.50) G =U 4F.
We obtain from (3.49) and (3.50) that U ∩R◦A 6= ;. But U \ F ⊂G ⊂ Ac . Which implies
that U ⊂ Ac ∪F . We get from this that U ∩ A ⊂ F . That is U ∩ A ∈K. In particular
(3.51) (R◦A∩U )∩ A ∈K.
On the other hand, using that U ∩R◦A 6= ; we can select x ∈U ∩R◦A. Then by the fact
that U is open there exists a δx > 0 such that B(x,δx)⊂U ∩R◦A. But by the definition
of RA we obtain B(x,δx)∩ A ∈S. That is
(3.52) (R◦A∩U )∩ A ∈S.
This contradicts with (3.51). This completes the proof of Fact 3.13. 
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Now we fix an arbitrary (c,α) ∈V . We prove that
(3.53) W ∩ A∩ g−1c,α(B)= (W ∩ A)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈S
∩ (W ∩ g−1c,α(B))︸ ︷︷ ︸
a residual set in W
∈S.
Namely, W ∩A ∈S follows from (3.48). The fact that W ∩g−1c,α(B) is a residual set in W
since
W \ (W ∩ g−1c,α(B))=W \ (g−1c,α(E2)4 g−1c,α(M2))⊂ g−1c,α(M2) ∈K,
where the one but last inclusion follows from (3.47). This proves (3.53) which com-
pletes the proof of Lemma 3.12. Which in turn completes the proof of part (iii) of
Proposition 2.9.

3.7. Proof Proposition 2.9 (iv).
Proof. We use again the notation of Section 3.2.1. Let u1 ∈ int(J1∩A) and let u2 ∈B be
a condensation point (see [13, Exercise 27 in Section 2]) of B that every neighbour-
hood of u2 contains uncountably many elements of B . Similarly to the proof of part
(i), using Lemma 3.4 we can choose an ε˜> 0 such that
‖(c,α)− (c0,α0)‖max < ε˜=⇒‖gc,α− gc0,α0‖max <
1
2
η2δ1.
Then by the first part of (3.4) and the Mean Value Theorem, we obtain that for J˜1 :=
[u1−δ1,u1+δ1]
(3.54) ‖(c,α)− (c0,α0)‖max < ε˜=⇒ u2 ∈
(
gc,α( J˜1)
)◦
.
That is
(
gc,α( J˜1)
)◦
is a neighborhood of u2 hence it contains uncountably many ele-
ments of B :
#
(
B ∩ (gc,α( J˜1))◦)=ℵ.
Hence, g−1c,α(B)∩ J˜1 =ℵ. On the other hand, #( J˜1 \ A)=ℵ0. So we get
‖(c,α)− (c0,α0)‖max < ε˜=⇒ g−1c,α(B)∩ A 6= ;.
By Lemma 3.5 this completes the proof. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2
Proof. Let Γ˜ ⊂ Γ such that Γ˜ is a C 2 curve with parametrization x 7→ (x,γ(x)) with
0≤ x ≤ a and γ′′(x) 6= 0.
Without loss of generality we may assume that
(4.1) A×B ⊂
(
0,
a
4
]2
.
Recall
(4.2) P (A,B)= {(x, z(x, y)) : x ∈ A and y ∈B} ,
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where z was defined in (2.2)
Fix α ∈ (a/4, a), and observe that for a˜ ∈ A, b˜ ∈ B , we have (a˜, z(a˜, b˜)) ∈ P (A,B) and
(α− a˜,γ(α− a˜)) ∈ Γ˜, and so
(4.3) (α, z(a˜, b˜)+γ(α− a˜)) ∈ P (A,B)+ Γ˜.
Set
(4.4) H(α, x, y) := z(x, y)+γ(α−x).
We verify that H satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 2.9 in a sufficiently small
open subset of
(a
4 , a
)× (0, a4 ]2 . Fix an (u1,u2) ∈ (0, a4 ]2 as in the proof of Proposition
2.9. Using the assumption that the curvature of γ is non-vanishing we can find an
α0 ∈
(a
4 , a
)
such that
zx(u1,u2) 6= γ′(α0−u1).
This and (2.2) together imply that H(α, x, y) ∈ C 2(Λ× J1× J2) with non-vanishing
partial derivatives in x and y , where Λ× J1× J2 is a sufficiently small neighborhood
of (α0,u1,u2) satisfyingΛ× J1× J2 ⊂
(a
4 , a
)× (0, a4 ]2.
Observe that we may choose u1,u2 for each of the four parts of Theorem 2.2 and
Proposition 2.9 such that if we replace A,B with
Â := J1∩ A, B̂ := J2∩B
respectively, then Â, B̂ preserve the same property that A,B were characterized with
in the assumptions of (i)-(iv) of the Theorem 2.2 and Proposition 2.9.
Hence, by Proposition 2.9 applied with Â, B̂ instead of A,B , we obtain that there
exists an open interval I ⊂Λ such that(⋂
α∈I
H(α, Â, B̂)
)0
6= ;.
Combining this result with the observation in (4.3) and the definition of H given in
(4.4), we conclude that
(
P (A,B)+ Γ˜)◦ 6= ;.

5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.6 AND LEMMA 2.18
5.1. Proof of Theorem 2.6.
Proof of Theorem 2.6. We consider the case when 0 is a density of both A and B , and
we show that (A×B)+S1 contains a neighborhood of S1. An appropriate shift of A×B
allows us to reduce to this case.
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Let ² > 0 and apply the Lebesgue density theorem to choose δ0 > 0 so that if δ0 ≥
δ> 0, then
(5.1) L 1(A∩ (−δ,0))> δ · (1−²) and L 1(A∩ (0,δ))> δ · (1−²).
Also, choose δ′0 > 0 so that if δ′0 ≥ δ′ > 0, then
(5.2) L 1(B ∩ (−δ′,0))> δ′ · (1−²) and L 1(B ∩ (0,δ′))> δ′ · (1−²).
Fix δ > 0 so that (5.1) holds and (5.2) holds with the choice δ′ = 1−γ(δ), where
γ(x)=
p
1−x2. Observe by Taylor’s theorem that δ′ ∼ δ2.
For α ∈ [−δ,δ], consider gc,α(x)= c−γ(α−x) and hc,α(x)= c+γ(α−x).
Lemma 5.1. For each α ∈ [−δ,δ], there exists a neighborhood of γ(α), call it N (γ(α)),
so that if c ∈N (γ(α)), then
(5.3) gc,α(A)∩B 6= ;.
Further, the length of N (γ(α)) is bounded below away from zero uniformly over α ∈
[0,δ].
The lemma also holds when gc,α is replaced by hc,α.
Corollary 5.2. For α ∈ [−δ,δ], it is a simple consequence of the lemma that the set{
(α,c) : c ∈N (γ(α))}⊂ (A×B)+S1.
Moreover, replacing gc,α by hc,α in Lemma (5.1) yields that
{
(α,c) : c ∈N (−γ(α))} ⊂
(A×B)+S1.
To prove the Corollary, we observe that for each |α| < 1, for each a ∈ A, and for each
b ∈B , (
α,b±γ(α−a)) ∈ ((A×B)+S1)∩`α,
where `α :=
{
(x, y) : x =α}.
We now prove Lemma 5.1. We consider the case when α ∈ [0,δ] (the case when
α ∈ [−δ,0] follows by a similar argument). The plan is to get a lower bound on
(5.4)
L 1
(
Jα2 ∩ gc,α
(
A∩ Jα1
))
L 1
(
Jα2
) ,
where Jα1 ⊂ [−δ,δ] and Jα2 ⊂ [−δ′,δ′] are small intervals to be decided on below.
We already have by (5.2) that, for any interval Jα2 ⊂ [−δ′,δ′] which contains 0,
(5.5)
L 1
(
Jα2 ∩B
)
L 1
(
Jα2
) > 1−².
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The conclusion of the Lemma will follow provided that the sum of the lower bound
on (5.4) and the lower bound on (5.5) is greater than 1.
We consider the following cases separately:
case 1a: α ∈ [0,δ] and c = γ(α);
case 1b: α ∈ [0,δ] and c = γ(α)+e for each |e| < δ24 ; and
case 2: δ≤α< 1 and c = γ(α)+e for each |e| < δ24 .
case 1a: α ∈ [0,δ], c = γ(α):
Let α ∈ [0,δ], set c = γ(α), and set
Jα1 = [−δ+α,α]⊂ [−δ,δ].
Now
gγ(α),α(x)= γ(α)−γ(α−x)
is strictly decreasing on Jα1 . Note that gγ(α),α(0)= 0 and so the graph of gγ(α),α passes
through zero.
Set
Jα2 = gγ(α),α
(
Jα1
) = [γ(α)−1,γ(α)−γ(δ)] ⊂ [γ(δ)−1,1−γ(δ)].
Since the length of Jα1 isδ and J
α
1 ⊂ [−δ,δ], it follows by (5.1) thatL 1
(
Ac ∩ Jα1
)< δ·².
Also,
∣∣∣g ′γ(α),α(x)∣∣∣< 3δ for x ∈ [−δ,δ]. Thus
(5.6) L 1
(
gγ(α),α
(
Ac ∩ Jα1
))= ∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Ac∩Jα1
g ′γ(α),α(x)d x
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 3²δ2.
Next, we use Taylor’s theorem to obtain a uniform lower bound on the length of Jα2 .
(5.7) L 1
(
Jα2
)= 1−γ(δ)≥ 1
2
δ2.
Now, we can write
(5.8) Jα2 = gγ(α),α
(
Jα1
)= gγ(α),α (A∩ Jα1 )+ gγ(α),α (Ac ∩ Jα1 ) .
Putting (5.6), (5.7), and (5.8) together, we see that
L 1
(
gγ(α),α(A∩ Jα1 )
)
L 1
(
Jα2
) > 1−6².
Combining this and (5.5) we obtain that (5.3) holds.
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case 1b: α ∈ [0,δ], c = γ(α)+e, for each |e| < δ24 :
Next, if c = γ(α)+e, for some |e| < δ24 , then
gc,α
(
Jα1
)= Jα2 +e.
It follows that
Jα2 =
(
Jα2 ∩ gc,α
(
Jα1
))⋃ (
Jα2 \
(
Jα2 +e
))
= (Jα2 ∩ gc,α (A∩ Jα1 ))⋃ (Jα2 ∩ gc,α (Ac ∩ Jα1 ))⋃ (Jα2 \(Jα2 +e)) .
Putting this together with (5.6) and (5.7), we see that
(5.9)
L 1
(
Jα2 ∩ gc,α
(
A∩ Jα1
))
L 1
(
Jα2
) > 1−6²− e1
2δ
2
.
We combine this with the observation that, by (5.2),
L 1
(
Jα2 ∩B
)
L 1
(
Jα2
) > 1−².
Thus, gc,α (A)∩B 6= ; holds for α ∈ [0,δ] and c = γ(α)+ e provided that |e| < δ
2(1−7²)
2 .
Set e0 = δ
2(1−7²)
2 and
N (γ(α))= (γ(α)−e0,γ(α)+e0)
to complete the proof of the Lemma 5.1 in case 1b.
Corollary 5.3. For α ∈ [−δ,δ], a simple modification of the proof of the Lemma 5.1
(mainly, reversing the roles of the sets A and B ) implies that the set{
(c,α) : c ∈N (±γ(α))}⊂ (A×B)+S1.
Moreover, replacing gc,α by hc,α and reversing the roles of A and B in the proof of
Lemma (5.1) yields that
{
(c,α) : c ∈N (−γ(α))}⊂ (A×B)+S1
Gathering the results of Corollary’s 5.2 and 5.3, we conclude that (A×B)+S1 con-
tains an open ball about each of the poles of S1: (1,0), (0,1), (−1,0), (0,−1).
case 2: δ≤α< 1, for each |e| < δ24 :
The previous case relied on an obtaining an upper bound on L 1
(
gγ(α),α
(
Ac ∩ Jα1
))
(see (5.6) above) and a lower bound onL 1
(
Jα2
)
(see (5.7) above). To handle α away
from zero, δ≤α< 1, we perform a similar argument where the mean value theorem
takes the role of Taylor’s theorem above. Here are the details:
For δ≤α≤ 1, set J1 =
[
0, δ2
]
and Jα2 =
[
γ(α)−γ(α−δ/2),0]⊂ [γ(1)−γ(1−δ/2),0].
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The upper bound in (5.6) still holds when J1 =
[
0, δ2
]
. Next, we have by the mean
value theorem that there exists α̂ ∈
(
α− δ2 ,α
)
so that
(5.10) L 1
(
Jα2
)= γ(α− δ
2
)
−γ(α)=−δ
2
·γ′(α̂).
Since the derivative γ′ is strictly increasing on (0,1) and α̂ ∈
(
α− δ2 ,α
)
⊂
(
δ
2 ,1
)
, then
(5.11) L 1
(
Jα2
)>−δ
2
·γ′
(
δ
2
)
∼ δ2.
The proof proceeds as before. 
5.2. Proof of Lemma 2.18.
Proof of Lemma 2.18. We may assume that A is not a singleton and that A is con-
nected (that is we cannot find G1,G2 open sets such that Gi ∩ A 6= ;, i = 1,2 and
A = (G1∩ A)∪ (G2∩ A)). Otherwise we change to one of its connected component
which is not a singleton. Let
Â := {x ∈R2 : ∃a1, a2 ∈ A : ‖x−a1‖ < 1,‖x−a2‖ > 1} .
It is immediate form the definition that Â is open and using #A 6= 1 we obtain that
Â 6= ;. Hence, to verify the Lemma, it is enough to check that
(5.12) Â ⊂ A+S1.
To get contradiction, assume that there exists x ∈ Â such that x 6∈ A+S1. Then ∀a ∈
A, a 6∈ x+S1. That is
(5.13) A∩ (x+S)1 =;.
Let
G1 :=
{
y ∈R2 : ‖y −x‖ < 1} , G2 := {y ∈R2 : ‖y −x‖ > 1} .
Clearly, G1,G2 are open, and it follows from x ∈ Â that G1⋂A 6= ;,G2⋂A 6= ;. But by
(5.13) we have
A = (G1∩ A)∪ (G2∩ A)
which contradicts to the assumption that A is connected. This shows that (5.12) holds
and the fact that Â is a non-empty open set yields that (2.7) holds. 
6. PROOF THEOREM 2.15
Let t = (t1, t2) ∈C (1/3) :=C1/3×C1/3. We show that ∆t (C (1/3)) contains an interval.
Let v > 0, and define
gv (x)= t2+
√
v2− (x− t1)2.
Observe that if
gv (x)= y for some x, y ∈C1/3,
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then v ∈∆(t1,t2) (C (1/3)) .
We verify that there exists a non-empty open interval I , in the domain of gv , with
I ∩C1/3 6= ; and a non-empty open interval V such that
(6.1) gv (I ∩C1/3)∩C1/3 6= ;, ∀v ∈V.
The idea behind the proof of (6.1) is to use a modification of the proof of the New-
house gap lemma which is presented in Palis and Takens [12]. Given a set K , we refer
to the connected components of the compliment of K as gaps. The Newhouse gap
lemma states that two Cantor sets K and L intersect one another provided that the
product of their “thicknesses” (see Section 3.6) is greater than one, K is not contained
in a gap of L, and L is not contained in a gap of K .
Since the thickness of C1/3 is one and the thickness of gv (C ) is smaller than one,
Newhouse gap Lemma cannot be applied directly but we find inspiration in its proof.
The aim now is to construct the intervals I and V .
By symmetry of the middle-third Cantor set, we need only show that ∆t (C (1/3))
contains an interval for t = (t1, t2) ∈ C˜×C˜ , where C˜ :=
[
0, 13
]∩C (1/3). Fix such a (t1, t2)
throughout.
Define the set of left and right gap endpoints of C1/3:
(6.2) CL = {x ∈C1/3 : x is a left-end-point of a finite gap of C1/3},
(6.3) CR = {x ∈C1/3 : x is a right-end-point of a finite gap of C1/3}.
Clearly, CL and CR are dense in C1/3.
Lemma 6.1. For sufficiently small ²> 0, there exists (u1,u2) ∈C1/3×C1/3 with u1 > t1
and u2 > t2 satisfying:
(i) u1 ∈CL and u2 ∈CR , and
(ii)
∣∣g ′v0 (u1)∣∣ ∈ [1+2²,3−2²], where v0 =√(u1− t1)2+ (u2− t2)2
(iii) g ′v0 (u1)< 0.
Proof of Lemma 6.1. Let Rε(t1,t2) be the union of the set of half-lines starting (t1, t2)
with slope contained
[1
3 +2², 1−2²
]
for a small ε> 0.
It follows from elementary geometry that we can find an ε> 0 so that the setRε(t1,t2)
contains an open neighborhood of a point in C1/3×C1/3. Using that both CL and CR
are dense in C1/3, we obtain that
(6.4) ∃ (u1,u2) ∈CL×CR such that t1 < u1, t2 < u2, u1− t1
u2− t2
∈ [1+2², 3−2²] .
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Let
(6.5) v0 :=
√
(u1− t1)2+ (u2− t2)2.
It is straight forward to verify that g ′v0 (u1)< 0 and
(6.6) |g ′v0 (u1)| =
|u1− t1|
|u2− t2|
∈ [1+2², 3−2²] .

For the rest of the proof of Theorem 2.15, fix ε > 0, the pair (u1,u2) ∈CL ×CR , and
the corresponding v0 from Lemma 6.1.
Lemma 6.2. There exists δ> 0 so that
(i) ∣∣g ′v (x)∣∣ ∈ [1+²,3−²] if |x−u1| < δ and |v − v0| < δ.
Moreover, there exists δ′ > 0 so that if v0 ≤ v < v0+δ′, then
(ii) gv ([u1−δ,u1]∩C1/3) is not contained in a gap of C1/3 and C1/3 is not contained in
a gap of gv ([u1−δ,u1]∩C1/3).
Proof of Lemma 6.2. Item (i) is an immediate consequence of the continuity of the
derivative of the function (u, v) 7→ gv (x) at the point (u1, v0). Item (ii) holds when
v = v0 because u2 = gv0 (u1). Now we consider the case when v ∈ (v0, v0+δ).
If v > v0, then gv0 (u1)< gv (u1). Choose v > v0 small enough that
(6.7) gv0 (u1)< gv (u1)< gv0 (u1)+δ.
In particular, choose 0< δ′ ≤ δ so that if v0 ≤ v < v0+δ′, then (6.7) holds. Combining
this with the observation that, by the lower bound on the derivative from (i), gv (u1−
δ)− gv (u1)> δ, we have
u2 = gv0 (u1)< gv (u1)< u2+δ< gv (u1−δ).
We now argue that δ> 0 can be chosen apriori in such a way that both u1−δ and
u2+δ are in C1/3 by setting δ= 13N for N sufficiently large. The choice (u1,u2) ∈CL×CR
implies that both
[
u1− 13N ,u1
]
and
[
u2,u2+ 13N
]
are cylinder intervals of C1/3 if N is
sufficiently large.

We fix δ,δ′ > 0 which satisfy Lemma 6.2 and we define:
(6.8) I := (u1−δ,u1) ,V := (v, v +δ′), and C := I ∩C1/3.
Further we fix an arbitrary v ∈V and we define
g : C →R, g (x) := gv (x).
As we discussed above (see (6.1)), to prove the theorem it is enough to prove that
(6.9) g (C )∩C1/3 6= ;.
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U Br
g (U ′)B gl
g (U˜ )
UrUl U Br
g (U ′)B
g
lg (U˜ )
UrUl
FIGURE 1. |U˜ | < |U | and we can replace (U , g (U ′)) with (U˜ , g (U ′))
since (U˜ , g (U ′)) is also a gap pair
Definition 6.3. (a): Let U be a gap of C1/3. We define the right-bridge of U as
the minimal distance between Ur and the left-end-point of another gap U ′,
so that U ′l >Ur and |U ′| ≥ |U |. The left-bridge of U is defined analogously.
(b): Let U be a bounded gap of C1/3 and U ′ be a bounded gap of C . We call(
U , g (U ′)
)
a gap pair if U contains exactly one end-point of g (U ′), and g (U ′)
contains exactly one end-point of U .
It is an easy exercise to check that the following Fact holds:
Fact 6.4. The bridges of g (C ) are the g -images of the bridges of the Cantor set C .
The following plays a central role in the proof of our theorem:
Lemma 6.5. Let
(
U , g (U ′)
)
be an arbitrary gap pair. The right-end-point of U , is de-
noted by Ur an d the left-end-point of U , denoted by Ul . Let Br denote the right-bridge
of U and Bl denote the left-bridge. Let B
g
r denote the right-bridge of g (U
′) and B gl de-
note the left-bridge of g (U ′). Then at least one of the following hold:
(a) Ur , is contained in g (U ′), and |Br | ≥ |g (U ′)|.
(b) Ur , is contained in g (U ′), and |U | ≤ |B gl |.
(a) Ul , is contained in g (U
′), and |Bl | ≥ |g (U ′)|.
(b) Ul , is contained in g (U
′), and |U | ≤ |B gr |.
Observe that Lemma 6.2 guarantees the existence of a gap U ′ of C and a gap U of
C1/3 such that (U , g (U ′)) form a gap pair.
Proof of Lemma 6.5. For symmetry, without loss of generality we may assume that
Ur ∈ g (U ′). It is immediate from the construction of the middle-third Cantor set that
|Bl | = |U | and |Br | = |U |. Observe that
(i): If |U ′| < |U |, then |U ′| ≤ 13 |U | and so, by the Mean Value Theorem and (6.6)
we have |g (U ′)| < |U |.
(ii): If |U ′| ≥ |U |, then |B gl | > |U | and |B
g
r | > |U |. To see this, remember that
the bridges of g (C ) are the g -images of the bridges of C and the bridges in C
adjacent to U ′ have the same length as U ′. We apply g for the bridges adjacent
to U ′ to get the bridges B gl and B
g
r . Now we use the Mean Value Theorem and
(6.6) to verify the assertion above.
It is immediate that (i) implies that (a) holds and (ii) implies that (b) holds. 
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Now we can finish the proof of Theorem 2.15 as follows: From now we proceed
as the proof of the Gap Lemma in [12]. Namely, Lemma 6.4 guarantees that for any
gap pair (U , g (U ′)) we can replace either U with a shorter gap U1 of C1/3 or we can
find a gap U ′1 of C such that |g (U ′1)| < |g (U ′)|. Since the total length of all gaps is
summable, after an infinite sequence of these replacements we get a sequence of
gaps with length convergent to zero. Since the closure of these gaps contains points
from both of C1/3 and g (C ) we obtain by a usual compactness argument that (6.9)
holds and this completes the proof of the theorem.
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.7
Proof. Recall that we set C (1/3) := C1/3×C1/3 and γ(x) =
p
1−x2. As in the proof of
Theorem 2.2, we fix α ∈ (0,1) and reduce matters to showing that
(7.1)
{
y −γ(α−x) : x, y ∈C1/3 and |α−x| ≤ 1
}
contains a non-empty open interval. Namely, if t = y −γ(x −α) for some x, y ∈C1/3
then
(7.2) (α, t ) ∈C (1/3)+S1.
Therefore to verify that
(
C (1/3)+S1)◦ 6= ; it is enough to show that there exists an
intervalΛ of αs so that
(7.3)
⋂
α∈Λ
{
y −γ(α−x) : x, y ∈C1/3 and |α−x| ≤ 1
}
contains a non-degenerate interval. The conclusion of the theorem follows immedi-
ately upon establishing that the set in (7.3) contains a non-empty open interval; the
details of this reduction are explained in the proof of Theorem 2.2.
The remainder of the proof is dedicated to establishing that the set in (7.3) contains
a non-empty open interval. The proof follows a similar outline to that of Theorem
2.15 where we study pinned distance sets of C (1/3).
Fix α ∈ (0,1) and a scalar t . Set
ht ,α(x)= t −γ(α−x).
As explained above, we need to prove that there exists an interval of αs and ts such
that
(7.4) ht ,α(C
′
1/3)∩C1/3 6= ;,
where C ′1/3 is a suitable restriction of C1/3 to the domain of ht ,α.
Let CL be as in (6.2) respectively. Recall that CL is dense in C1/3.
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Lemma 7.1. For sufficiently small ²> 0, there exists a scalar α0, a point pair (u1,u2) ∈
C1/3×C1/3 with |u1−α| < 1, a scalar t0, and an N ∈N satisfying:
(i) u1 ∈CL and u2 ∈CL ,
(ii) h′t0,α0 (u1) ∈ [1+2²,3−2²], and
(iii) h′t ,α(x) ∈ [1+²,3−²] whenever max{|x−u1|, |α−α0|, |t − t0|}≤ 13N .
Proof. Observe that for t arbitrary,
h′t ,α(x)= γ′(α−x)=
(x−α)√
1− (x−α)2
is a bijection from (α,α+1) to (0,∞). Let Iα ⊂ (α,α+1) denote the open set of x so
that h′t ,α(x) ∈ (1+2²,3−2²). Observe that the length of Iα is independent of α.
Choose α0 so that Iα0 intersects C1/3. Choose u1 ∈ Iα0 ∩CL . Next, choose t0 so that
u2 := ht0,α0 (u1) ∈CL .
It follows by the continuity of H(t ,α, x) := h′t ,α(x) at (t0,α0,u1), that there exists a
non-empty open neighborhood of (t0,α0,u1) on which h′t ,α(x) ∈ (1+²,3−²). Choose
N ∈N so that 1
3N
is strictly less than the radius of this interval. 
Fix the points u1,u2,α0, t0 and δ> 0 as in Lemma 7.1.
Lemma 7.2. There exists δ′ > 0 and M ∈N so that ifα0 <α<α0+δ′ and t0−δ′ < t < t0,
then ht ,α([u1− 13M ,u1]∩C1/3) is not contained in a gap of C1/3 and C1/3 is not contained
in a gap of ht ,α([u1− 13M ,u1]∩C1/3).
Proof. Let M ∈N to be determined. Use the continuity of H(t ,α) := ht ,α(u1) at (t0,α0)
to choose δ′ > 0 (δ′ ≤ δ, where δ is as in Lemma 7.1) so that if max{|α−α0|, |t−t0|}< δ′,
then
u2− 1
3M
< ht ,α(u1)< u2,
where u2 = ht0,α0 (u1). Next, use the derivative assumption proved in the previous
lemma to prove that whenever max{|α−α0|, |t − t0|} < 13M and M ≥ N (see Lemma
7.1 part (iii)), then
ht ,α(u1)−ht ,α
(
u1− 1
3M
)
> 1
3M
.
It follows that if max{|α−α0|, |t − t0|}< 13M and 13M ≤ δ′, then
ht ,α
(
u1− 1
3M
)
< u2− 1
3M
< ht ,α(u1)< u2.
The choice (u1,u2) ∈ CL ×CL implies that both
[
u1− 13M ,u1
]
and
[
u2− 13M ,u2
]
are
cylinder intervals of C1/3 if M is chosen sufficiently large. Choosing such an M com-
pletes the proof of the lemma. 
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Lemma 7.2 guarantees the existence of gap pairs for ht ,α([u1− 13M ,u1]∩C1/3) and
C1/3 whenever α0 <α<α0+δ′, t0−δ′ < t < t0, and δ= 13M for M sufficiently large.
The proof of the Theorem now proceeds exactly as in Theorem 2.15 where it was
established that the existence of a gap pair between two sets guarantees their in-
tersection. In particular, see the proof of Theorem 2.15 from equation (6.9) onward
where we set g (x) := ht ,α(x). 
8. PROOF OF THEOREMS 2.22 AND 2.23
Throughout this Section we use the following notation:
Definition 8.1. Let Γ be a polygon of n sides. Then
(8.1) Γ=
n⋃
i=1
Ii ,
where Ii is a straight line segment. We write ˜`i to denote the straight line which con-
tains Ii , and `i for the straight line through the origin which is parallel to ˜`i . Let αi
denote the angle between `i and the x−axis.
For each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, choose ui ∈R such that
(8.2) ˜`i = ui ·eα⊥i +`i ,
where eα ∈ S1 denotes the unit vector of angle α and < eα, eα⊥ >= 0.
We now introduce a dense family of parallel lines. Let G ⊂R and set
(8.3) Pi (G) :=
⋃
g∈G
(
g ·eα⊥i +`i
)
and P˜i (G) := Pi (G+ui )= Pi (G)+ui eα⊥i .
Using that `i +`i = `i we obtain that
(8.4) Pi (G)+ ˜`i = P˜i (G) and Pi (G)c + ˜`i = P˜i (G)c .
Proof of Theorem 2.22. LetΓbe a polygon of n sides. We use the notation of definition
8.1. Fix a G ⊂ R which is a dense Gδ set withL 1(G) = 0. With this choice of G , both
Pi (G) and P˜i (G) defined in (8.3) are dense Gδ subsets of R
2 of zero L 2-measure for
every i = 1, . . . ,n. We define
A :=
n⋂
k=1
(Pk (G))
c ,
Observe that A is of full measure.
By the definition of ˜`i we have
A+Γ⊂ A+
n⋃
i=1
˜`i = n⋃
i=1
(
A+ ˜`i )
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It remains to verify that
(
n⋃
i=1
(
A+ ˜`i ))◦ =;. This is so because, by (8.4) and the defini-
tion of A, we have that for each i :
(8.5) A+ ˜`i ⊂ (P˜i (G))c ,
which implies that
(8.6)
n⋃
i=1
(
A+ l˜i
) ⊂ n⋃
i=1
(
P˜i (G)
)c
.
That is,
(8.7) (A+Γ)c ⊃
n⋂
i=1
P˜i (G).
The set on the right hand side is dense since it is a finite intersection of dense Gδ
sets (see the Baire category theorem). This proves that A+Γ is disjoint from a dense
set, and so its interior must be empty.

Proof of Theorem 2.23. Besicovitch proved (see [9, Theorem 11.1]) that there exists a
Borel set B˜ ⊂R2 such that B˜ contains a line in every direction butL 2(B˜)= 0. Follow-
ing Mattila [9] we define
(8.8) B := ⋃
r∈Q×Q
(r + B˜).
Then L 2(B) = 0 and in every direction there is a dense set of lines contained in B .
Now let
(8.9) A :=D∩B c ,
where D is the open unit disc D := {(x, y) : x2+ y2 < 1}. Then A is a set full Lebesgue
measure in D but in every direction there is a dense set of straight lines which do not
intersect A.
Fix an arbitrary θ ∈ [0,pi). Let N be the perimeter of [−1,1]2. Recall that we defined
Nθ as the rotated (with angle θ in anti-clockwise direction around the origin ) image
of N . Let N N
θ
, NW
θ
, N S
θ
, N E
θ
be the rotated (with the same rotation as above) image of
the Northern, Western, Southern and Eastern wall of [−1,1]2 respectively. Let
Aθ := projθ(A).
Then using that A is contained in the unit disk we obtain that
(8.10) ((Aθ+1)×`⊥θ )∩ ((Aθ−1)×`⊥θ )=;.
Here we considered Aθ ± 1 as subsets of `θ and the product is meant in the `θ,`θ⊥
coordinate system. By the definition we have
(8.11) (Aθ+1)◦ =; and (Aθ−1)◦ =;.
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Putting together (8.10), (8.11) and the fact that
(8.12) A+N Eθ ⊂ (Aθ+1)×`⊥θ and A+NWθ ⊂ (Aθ−1)×`⊥θ ,
we obtain that there is a dense set of lines parallel to `θ⊥ which is in the complement
of (
A+N Eθ
)∪ (A+NWθ )
Exactly in the same way one can verify that there is a dense set of lines parallel to `θ
which is in the complement of (
A+N Sθ
)∪ (A+N Nθ )
Observe that the intersection of the two dense families of lines mentioned above (one
parallel to `θ the other one is parallel to `
⊥
θ
) intersect each other in a dense set E .
Clearly (A+Nθ)∩E =;which completes the proof of the theorem. 
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